number of distribution initiatives, utilizing digital technologies in some way, have certainly been springing up which pursue non-conventional approaches to delivering work to audiences: ClickFlicks.net , an online distribution network for 'independent' film content), FourDocs (n.d., allowing anyone to upload a fact-based four-minute film to the UK Channel 4 website), Future Shorts (n.d., an online international network aimed at developing distribution possibilities and real-world exhibition outlets for short films), Journal of Short Film (a quarterly DVD journal containing between 90 and 120 minutes of independent short film per volume), and the BBC Open News Archive (n.d., allowing anyone to download from the BBC website a selection of news reports from the last 50 years). These are just a few examples, all of which have been set up in the past two to three years. In addition, with a slightly longer history, there have been an increasing number of specialist DVD labels marketing and selling online (such as Cinema16.co.uk and Second Run.com), together with 'alternative' moving image websites promoting selections of work from such labels (such as Microcinema International.com). Such is the growth in this area, that in September 2005 the Canadian non-profit organization Digimart held the first Global Digital Distribution Summit to explore these 'new business opportunities created by the digital revolution ' (Digimart, 2005) .
Underlying this embracing of digital technologies is the belief that their use will facilitate and promote the delivery of a more diverse moving-image culture to a wider audience. This is particularly so, for instance, in many European countries where the technology is seen as offering a means to help counter the traditional dominance of US mainstream products. Future Shorts in the UK states ' [we] passionately believe in developing a wider audience for short film' (Future Shorts, n.d.) and has utilized the internet to compile programmes of work obtained direct from filmmakers and to promote them to a network of Europe-wide screening venues. Even some industry-aligned initiatives, such as the Digital Screen Network (DSN) in the UK, share these kinds of aims. Launched by the UK Film Council in 2004-5, the DSN is a scheme which is investing up to £13m to assist with the installation of top level digital projection systems in approximately 200 cinemas across the UK. Although the Film Council have asserted that they are not 'waving a flag' for new technology per se, they do identify the DSN as a key part of their overall plan 'for broadening the range of films available to audiences throughout the UK and especially improving access to specialized (or non-mainstream) film' (UK Film Council, n.d.) .
Most moving-image producers are acutely aware of the difficulties of getting nonmainstream work seen -be that short film, experimental work, documentary film or any other 'specialist' area of filmmaking. 1 Conventional film distributors have largely been uninterested in taking on such work on the grounds that the low level of financial return makes it commercially unviable. Even so-called 'art' or 'world cinema' films that have a fairly well-established audience can struggle to achieve theatrical screenings outside the larger cities. Thus, as the UK Film Council reiterates: 'Although London's West End and some other metropolitan areas offer a genuine variety of films, the choice for many outside these areas remains limited' (UK Film Council, n.d.) . In the UK town of Luton, with a population of around 185,000, for instance, an enterprising local newspaper, the Herald and Post, launched an 'Arthouse Movies' column in 2005 with a view to developing local audiences for non-Hollywood products, but found that unless they reviewed such films as Peter Chelsom's Shall We Dance (USA, 2004 ) -a remake of the Japanese film, starring Richard Gere, Jennifer Lopez and Susan Sarandon -they were often left with little or nothing to review. Hence the appeal of any new technology that appears to facilitate 'alternative' work reaching wider audiences is enormous.
The term 'alternative' is used here and throughout the rest of this article as an umbrella term to cover a range of filmmaking practices. Broadly speaking the areas of film/video practice that I am primarily concerned with can be delineated as artists' film and video on the one hand and politically orientated film and video on the other. But within these broad areas terminology and definitions for specific practices have been much contested and debated. I do not wish to blur distinctions between those different practices or their audiences and hence have put the term in quotation marks to indicate that it is being used loosely and is at best a compromise.
The advent of digital technology has sparked particular interest in the possibilities it offers for selling or delivering such work -however we define it -direct to the public, since it facilitates bypassing conventional channels. As Richard Berry observed in a recent issue of Convergence: 'It seems that this is not just a technological revolution but a revolution in who is able to produce and distribute content to a mass market' (Berry, 2006: 159) . While there is substantial interest in online distribution, my concern here is primarily with the advent and take up of DVD technology as a delivery medium, and this is for two reasons.
The Massive Popularity of DVD
Firstly, the DVD has proved to be an incredibly popular consumer product and has become widely established as a delivery medium for moving-image work. In the UK, for instance, since DVDs were first introduced, the number purchased increased dramatically in the space of five years from 4 million in 1999 to 145 million units in 2003, overtaking VHS sales in 2002 which have been declining since 2001. Furthermore, whereas the number of VHS rental transactions per annum always remained higher than the number of sales, this has been reversed with DVDs to a significant degree (Dyja, 2004: 55) . As Erich Sargeant of BFI Publishing has observed:
[DVD] is something that people have just been mad for. I think people are much more prepared to take risks about buying a DVD than they were with VHS. So, things that we thought would only do a certain amount of business on VHS do much better business on DVD. (Sargeant, 2005) of short films on DVD -indeed they pride themselves on accepting all genres, together with those 'that don't even have genres' (Journal for Short Film, FAQs). The intention is to produce four DVD issues a year, which can be purchased via an annual subscription. Initiatives such as this, and the specialist DVD labels, see themselves as 'an outlet for experimental film and video to be purchased and collected by the general public' (Peripheral Produce, n.d.). Hence JSF is also available on Amazon.com and, on the JSF website, they assert that 'Eventually, it might be found in bookstores' (FAQs). A more widely known example is the case of Robert Greenwald's Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch's War on Journalism (USA, 2004) and its utilization of so-called interactive house parties and 'viral marketing'. The film was premiered on 13 July 2004 at The New School University in New York; five days later Moveon.org, a progressive political action group, held a network of 3000 simultaneous house parties which screened Greenwald's documentary to a reported 25,000 people. Although the house parties -which usually employ a web connection or conference call to link up the participants for discussion purposes -were conceived of as a political organizing tool, they created extensive word of mouth or 'viral' marketing for Outfoxed via Moveon.org's existing network. At a modest sale price of US$10, over 50,000 copies of the DVD had been sold before the end of July and it became one of the three most popular DVDs on Amazon.com's best-seller list (Witt, 2004) .
Obviously such initiatives do break through or by-pass conventional distribution models and deliver films to audiences that would otherwise struggle to get seen via more traditional channels. Understandably, those involved in such initiatives are claiming they represent something of a revolution in film distribution (e.g. Mechem, 2005; Rosenthal, 2005 ). An earlier Greenwald documentary, Uncovered: The Whole Truth About the Iraq War (USA, 2003) , is a case in point. Again promoted through house parties, it sold around 120,000 copies instead of the modestly projected 2000. As a result a film distributor, in a reversal of conventional practice, gave it a theatrical release in the USA in the belief that the DVD sales had built up a cinema audience for the film (Witt, 2004) . This phenomenon repeated itself with Outfoxed. As a result, Greenwald has stated that 'Frankly, I think what we've learned about distribution may be more important in the long run than the films themselves' (quoted in Aufderheide, 2005: 26) . Furthermore, success stories such as Greenwald's Outfoxed and Uncovered have meant that DVD releases are increasingly seen as a way of generating a financial return from 'alternative' movingimage work.
History Repeats Itself
Media educators have been quick to point out that 'new media research is becoming important for ensuring that film studies remains relevant for contemporary students and contemporary [digital] film literacy' (Brereton, 2005: 25) . And they are of course entirely correct to do so. However, it is equally important for such research to maintain an awareness of media history, and this is the second reason for my concern with DVD technology. Rather than facilitating entirely 'new distribution models', it is possible to argue that the kinds of initiatives outlined and referenced earlier are instead, to a large extent, simply repeating the developments that followed the advent of video technology, in particular the VHS cassette.
When video technology first became available to the general public in the mid-1960s, it too was seen as a new radical medium that could empower the independent filmmaker, often in relation to television. As Nam June Paik famously announced in 1965 prior to his first video tape screenings in New York: 'Television has been attacking us all our lives, now we can attack it back' (quoted in Hartney, 1996: 22) . In the UK as well, most notably enacted and vocalized through the person of John Hopkins, video was also seized upon as a means of enabling previously marginalized voices to be heard in the public arena (Hartney, 1996) . And feminist artists were also attracted to the technology since they could exercise complete control over their work as it was possible to work alone 'without the intrusive presence of the crews demanded by 16 mm filmmaking' (Elwes, 1996: 266) .
Furthermore, the possibility of instant playback and the ability to screen work wherever you could plug in a video deck and TV monitor, without the need for blackout, made it radically different to working with celluloid. And just as with digital technology, it seemed to open up endless new distribution and exhibition opportunities. In 1976, for instance, Brian Hoey and Wendy Brown held an Artists' Video show in The Galleries shopping centre in the mining community of Washington in the North-East of England. For 'alternative' moving image distributors the VHS cassette in particular offered enormous flexibility and potential as a delivery medium compared to the limitations of 16 mm film. Making a film print required a substantial financial investment and if damaged could often not be replaced -which made print scarcity a major issue. Videos, however, could be copied easily, quickly and cheaply, and despatched to users by post. And according to contemporaneous research, by the mid-1980s 'the increasing flexibility with which people are prepared to use video suggests that a much greater diversity of material will be disseminated on tape. Within this diversity new audiences for independent work can be found' (Dovey and Dungey, 1985: 1.5) .
It is also easy to forget that the VHS retail market -like the DVD market -also experienced rapid growth. While the DVD market has certainly surpassed it, by the end of the 1980s the retail video market was deemed to be a very healthy one. Although he went on to concede there was room for expansion, referring to the 1985 UK market Julian Petley observed, for instance: (Petley, 1989-90: 24) As with the DVD phenomenon, the new VHS technology gave rise to extensive, energetic and committed experimentation with alternative/DIY distribution models which similarly broke through or by-passed conventional distribution channels. And similarly, video had its own success stories. A notable example in the UK was the Miners' Campaign Tapes made during the 1984-85 miners' strike under the then Thatcher government. Six short tapes were produced -packaged into three VHS cassettes for distribution -via a collaboration between a number of independent film/video workshops around the country and the National Union of Miners (NUM). The tapes were intended to reach as wide an audience as possible, and designed to counter the misrepresentation of the strike by the National Coal Board and the mass media on the one hand, and to build support for the miners and boost morale on the other. The project organizers utilized the NUM's existing network of members and links with other unions/groups to help publicize and distribute the tapes. They were launched nationally at the prestigious British Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) with the support of the Association of Cinematograph and Television Technicians (ACTT). Additional regional launches also took place, with the National Union of Journalists printing thousands of leaflets and posters, while the film/video workshops involved promoted and distributed the tapes regionally, and the NUM utilized their own paper, The Miner, to provide additional publicity. Because the tapes were distributed from multiple regional centres and many were given away free, it is difficult to establish accurately how many circulated. But David James estimates that 'between four and five thousand copies [of each two-tape cassette] . . . were distributed in Britain, with others . . . sent to sympathetic groups throughout Europe and in Japan, the US, and Australia' (James, 1996) . 2 Although nowhere near the number of units that the Greenwald documentaries have shifted, this was obviously without the benefit of online marketing. Yet according to a survey conducted at the time, 40 per cent of users heard about the tapes by word of mouth (Dovey and Dungey, 1985) . Moreover, the national audience for such tapes in the UK is considerably smaller than in the USA, and at the time the VHS market for 'alternative' moving-image work was only just beginning to develop. So the exposure achieved for the Miners' Campaign Tapes -using methods (if not actual activities) similar to those employed by Greenwald -was hugely significant.
However, this potential for VHS as a mass delivery medium of 'alternative' work signalled by the Miners' Campaign Tapes was never fully realized in the UK. Despite all the distribution initiatives that were set up throughout the 1980s and 1990s following the advent of VHS -and there were many -a substantial expansion of audiences for 'alternative' work failed to materialize in the UK. Although it is tempting to believe that, as a more compact and attractive technology, DVD can succeed where VHS failed, the evidence offered by these earlier VHS-based initiatives suggest the reality may not be so straightforward.
A Brief Literature Review
The claims now being made for DVD (and other forms of digital distribution) suggest, however, that knowledge of those prior VHS initiatives has been lost -and with it, more importantly, awareness of the problems they faced in trying to access wider audiences. That this is the case, is at one level unsurprising: distribution has always been the least visible part of our film industry and culture; and it has been and remains the most underresearched. In the history of film studies as a discipline, it has tended to be the 'text' and those prestigious roles most overtly associated with it -the director and the star -that have enjoyed most critical attention, with a growing interest in audiences, spectatorship and exhibition practices.
That said, over the last decade the role of distribution, and its crucial links with promotion and exhibition, has started to be addressed. A number of books have appeared which deal with some of the processes involved in delivering films to audiences, such as Tiiu Lukk' The fact that this area of scholarship has been developing indicates that the influential role the distribution link plays in shaping our film culture -determining what we as audiences get to see -is now more widely acknowledged. This is perhaps most crucially evidenced by the addition, since its original publication in 1979, of an introductory chapter on 'Film Production, Distribution and Exhibition' in David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson's key text book, Film Art : An Introduction (2004) . But most of these publications are dealing with the mainstream American industry. Although there are some rare exceptions (e.g. Brunsdon, 1986; Dickinson, 1999; Search and McCarthy, 2005) , 'alternative' moving-image distribution practices have been and on the whole remain critically neglected.
The Need to Excavate History
In view of the parallels between the histories of the two technologies outlined earlier, it seems prudent -if the distribution potential of DVD is to be maximized -to retrieve the history of alternative/DIY video distribution to see what lessons can usefully be learnt. Indeed, examining some of the earlier VHS initiatives that were launched in the UK suggests that, despite the indisputable greater popularity of DVD technology, there are some other key issues which need to be considered with regard to trying to target wider audiences by selling or delivering work direct to the public. Although the examples discussed in the following are drawn from the UK, the issues arising nevertheless have wider applicability.
Due to the way in which UK arts funding policies developed at both regional and national levels, 'alternative' film and video production in the UK enjoyed a relatively high level of state support throughout the 1980s. As a result, there was a healthy supply of 'alternative' product that needed to find its way to audiences, and, moreover, funders of this work had a vested interest in ensuring that it got seen. Most of this work, however, was not suited to conventional distribution channels since it was either formally experimental, campaigning material, community-based work, politically radical, educational, or process work characterized either by non-professional production values or by a primarily localized address, and fell broadly into artists' film/video on the one hand and political activism on the other. As Amber, a cinema collective set up in the late 1960s and committed to documenting working-class communities, have stated, for instance: 'We want a theatrical life for our work and the maximum audience possible, but if conventional distribution had been our only means of access, we would have withered away years ago' (AMBEROnLine, n.d.).
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As a result, the independent film and video sector, as it became known, had set up its own distribution organizations and networks, which similarly benefited from a fairly generous level of grant-aid during the course of the 1980s, and tended to target institutional audiences. 3 Key among these were the London Filmmakers Co-op (experimental film), London Video Access (video art), The Other Cinema (political features and campaigning documentaries), Circles (women's experimental film and video/historical features), Cinema of Women (contemporary features and women's movement documentaries), and Albany Video Distribution (political and community documentaries), although there were also a number of other related distribution initiatives (such as videotechniques in public libraries/arts centres and touring schemes) and a substantial number of production workshops who self-distributed their own work. When arts funding in the UK was restructured at the end of the 1980s, however, drastically reducing the amount of grant-aid available, these organizations were forced to look for new ways of generating income in order to survive. Although expanding sales to television was one possible strategy, the sell-through video market in particular -selling direct to the general public -was identified by the distribution organizations and their funders alike as a previously unexploited market.
Although on the one hand this seems an unlikely course to pursue, given the nature of the material, on the other it also seemed a logical one in view of the take-off of the VHS retail market during the course of the 1980s. Most of the existing 'alternative' distributors had evolved from film-based practices, but as early as 1982 virtually all of them (the London Filmmakers Co-op being a notable exception) had started doing video hires, soon followed by VHS sales. With their users conditioned by the domestic video boom, these distributors reported substantial increases in trade within a couple of years and by the mid-1980s most were considering lowering their sale prices to further develop their video markets (Dovey and Dungey, 1985) . 4 Such was the popularity of video that The Other Cinema also reported video hire was 'rapidly replacing 16 mm as the main medium of non-theatric distribution' (Dovey and Dungey, 1985: 4.2) . Hence in the UK, distribution via VHS cassette was fairly quickly identified as a way of expanding audiences for 'alternative' moving-image work. Furthermore, targeting the general public as a potential audience was not entirely without precedent.
Early Video Initiatives 5
In the early 1980s there had been a number of proposals in the UK for setting up video distribution schemes to promote 'alternative' moving-image work (Albany Video, 1983: 1), but such proposals had met with little interest from funders to start with. But around the same time some of the videos produced with and for particular communities started to meet with wider, national interest, boosting their hires and sales considerably beyond normal expectations. 6 By 1983, as the potential of VHS as a distribution medium was becoming apparent, Albany Video, a London-based community video workshop, succeeded in raising £15,000 to fund 'a six-month intensive study into the distribution (both actual and potential) of community and independent video in Great Britian' (Albany Video, 1983: 1) . Although the study -written up as The Videoactive Report -revealed this market to be still fairly small it also found that the advent and wider take-up of VHS had already given rise to a number of experiments to distribute work to the general public, albeit with limited success (Dovey and Dungey, 1985) .
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As early as 1982, for instance, at least 25 library authorities in the UK had established a video loan service and another 59 were actively considering it or had plans for such a service. Although most included educational and documentary material, they tended to find this work was not well-borrowed and had to stock a majority of feature films to meet audience demand. In the longer term, however, libraries found they could not afford to update their collections frequently and hence could not compete with the high-street video rental shops. This created a trend towards stocking more non-fiction and educational titles in an attempt 'to provide a different service and to supply material not available elsewhere' (Dovey and Dungey, 1985: 6.5.3) . Sheffield in particular were committed to buying work from local producers, but still found the take-up of the campaign tapes and other local/independent work disappointing. As they observed: 'Distribution of radical and campaign material from shelves dominated by entertainment films was proving a problem. It was felt that it may have been unrealistic to expect that people would borrow such material for home viewing' (Dovey and Dungey, 1985: 6.5.4) .
At the time the Videoactive study was being conducted The Other Cinema (TOC) were also involved 'in an experimental initiative . . . to distribute videos for loan through radical bookshops' and shops in London, Leicester, Liverpool and Edinburgh took part. The bookshops were supplied with a dozen TOC titles -features and documentarieswhich were to be hired for domestic viewing only. However: (Dovey and Dungey, 1985: 4.2) In an attempt to try and build up audiences for a more diverse range of material, TOC had also not allowed shop staff to exchange documentary titles for more feature films which they thought more likely to be hired. After nine months the scheme was wound up due to the low take-up. Unsurprisingly, The Videoactive Report concluded that such initiatives demonstrated that community and independent video was not going to find an audience among the general public.
However, as video sell-through started to take off during the 1980s, there were also a small number of mail-order initiatives which -to the contrary -suggested that some areas of 'alternative' moving-image work might be able to do so by catering to niche markets. In the early 1980s, for instance, John Bentham and a couple of friends started making videos of punk band gigs. Although, according to Bentham, 'People were telling us that Punks didn't have the money to buy videos and we wouldn't sell any ' (Bentham, 1994) , they placed an advert in Sounds, a UK music paper, and within a week they had five orders. From this small start they set up the Jettisoundz video label and within the space of 2-3 years it grew quite rapidly. In a short history of the label, Bentham asserts: 'It's interesting to note that at this time there were virtually no music video labels, with the majors reported as saying it could not be profitable. Along with Factory's "Ikon" and Paul Smith's "Doublevision" we were proving them wrong and setting the pace.' When a subsequent foray into producing a cable TV show led to contacts in experimental film circles, Jettisoundz got the opportunity to acquire video distribution rights for Kenneth Anger's films and some of Derek Jarman's work. His experience with Anger's and Jarman's work (including Jubilee, 1977 and Angelic Conversation, 1985) convinced Bentham that KNIGHT: DVD, VIDEO AND REACHING AUDIENCES 27 there was a similar market for experimental moving-image work: 'I soon realized that experimental and more cult orientated film work was a natural evolution of the niche situation that was our label' (Bentham, 1994 , 1996) . A smaller-scale initiative was undertaken by video artist George Barber in 1985-6 from a squat in London where he was living at the time. Disenchanted with traditional art spaces, he was interested in looking at other ways of getting his work to audiences. One of the UK pioneers of scratch video, Barber put together the Greatest Hits of Scratch Video volumes 1 and 2 from his own and other UK artists' work. He then sent out review copies to magazines like The Face, 19, and women's magazines -any publication that had a 'culture snapshot' section -offering it at a sale price of £12.95 on a mail-order basis. He argues that because it was called Scratch -not video art -and because there was widespread interest in the growing hip-hop music scene (especially DJs/musicians like Grandmaster Flash and Afrika Bambaataa), it generated a lot of interest. According to Barber, 'for about a year and a half, there was always somebody prepared to run it' and it was even reviewed in The Sunday Times. He received orders from as far away as Japan and Australia, and from memory he reckons he sent out around a total of 800 copies in sales to individuals and review or sample copies to journalists and advertising agencies until the market for scratch died out (Barber, 2005) .
A couple of years later Albany Video Distribution (AVD) identified another possible niche market. Albany Video had always distributed its own productions, but had gradually taken on programmes by other independent film/video workshops and in 1985 set up a full-blown distribution wing. AVD specialized in issue-based material around racism, disability, women, sexuality, and so on, and had become known for distributing -among other things -lesbian and gay material. When a group of American women were looking in the late 1980s for a UK distributor for their innovative Two in Twenty (1988-9) lesbian soap opera, they therefore approached AVD. Although most of AVD's business had been institutional sales, they were quick to see how Two in Twenty -which came complete with its own lesbian-orientated commercial breaks -could appeal to a domestic audience. Like Barber, they sent out review copies to appropriate papers and magazines, but also undertook some direct mail marketing and repertory screenings to publicize the tapes. Because the five-episode soap was packaged into three VHS cassettes, AVD priced the complete package at £60 initially, later reducing it to £40 to try and expand the market. Even at what was a fairly high price at the time for the domestic consumer, AVD sold around 400-500 copies of the soap.
Such undertakings were not necessarily hugely profitable: Barber maintains he never made any money out of his and eventually Albany Video Distribution experienced financial difficulties. Nevertheless, the quantities being shifted compared favourably with 28 CONVERGENCE VOL. 13 NO. 1 the level of video sales achieved via the institutional market for most 'alternative' movingimage work. When the Videoactive authors conducted their study, based on a fairly representative cross-section of the community/independent film and video sector, they found that most tapes were selling around 5 copies per year, while tapes with a clearly targeted audience were tending to sell an average of 50-60 and very exceptionally over 100. Hence, the mail-order initiatives seemed to indicate the potential at least for specialist video labels to tap into niche markets, and also that if the material was right, audiences were willing, more or less, to pay whatever prices were asked. Indeed, on the strength of their Two In Twenty sales, one of the co-managers of Albany Video Distribution set up the UK's first lesbian and gay distributor, Out on a Limb. It is less surprising therefore than it might at first seem that -when faced with dwindling grant-aid at the end of the 1980s -most of the key UK distributors of 'alternative' moving-image work considered developing video sell-through as a means of generating additional income.
Catering to Producers: Artists' Film and Video
While some in the end dismissed it as an option, London Video Access (LVA) in particular was convinced that it could provide a means of delivering video art to wider audiences. During the 1990s they launched three different video sell-through labels -each time with a different emphasis as they learnt more about the market. Their first foray into sell-through was with the Video Burn label, launched in 1991-2. According to Mike Maziere, former director of LVA and responsible for setting up the label, they 'cherrypicked' from their existing library, selecting those tapes that had proved popular on TV or had that kind of potential in the belief that such tapes would be most suited to the sell-through market -that in effect TV and sell-through were two ways of reaching the same audience. Even so, LVA were aware of the difficulty that non-mass-market material can have in finding an audience and wanted to place the work in a context that would make it as accessible as possible for a potential audience. They chose to package the work as 'cult' material and put together two volumes, each priced at around £14.99 (Maziere, 2005) . Volume 1 was billed as 'a compilation of state of the art electronic image. Imagine the latest technology in the hands of radical and outlandish artists creating weird and wonderful worlds . . .' and included Simon Biggs' A New Life, George Snow's Muybridge Revisited, John Butler's World Peace Through Free Trade, and four other pieces. Volume 2 was tagged as 'a window into the subversive imagination of the artist, delving into subconscious desires through the body, sexuality, music and the ever seductive nature of vision' and included Snow's The Assignation, John Maybury's Absurd and two other pieces.
According to Maziere, '[it] was meant to hit the low end, to hit the same people who would buy an indie band tape, the kind of cult, alternative end of things' (Maziere, 1994b) . Appropriately they used Jettisoundz who obviously knew that market to handle the physical distribution. By then Jettisoundz were shifting significant volumes from their own catalogue, mainly through mail-order, but were also able to get the LVA tapes into HMV and Virgin shops. Interestingly, the tapes were also picked up for review on Thames Television's Video View magazine programme, which reviewed a selection of the new video releases. Primarily showcasing feature-film video releases, given the growing KNIGHT: DVD, VIDEO AND REACHING AUDIENCES 29 popularity of retail video the programme also gave space to other work. Although the tapes sold over 200 copies in their first 12 months, LVA took this as evidence that the material was not suited to the low-end cult market and did not pursue the venture (Maziere, 1994a: 32) . In 1994 LVA -now renamed London Electronic Arts -entered the sell-through market for the second time by launching five tapes under the Éditions à Voir video label. This European label was already being set up by an organization in Amsterdam with 50,000 ecus of funding from EVE (Espace Vidéo Européen) to distribute arts and arts-related material. The head of the label wanted to include some video art and accessed the work by collaborating with five European distributors, including London Electronic Arts (LEA). According to Maziere, LEA participated because the European funding offered the opportunity for high quality presentation and of placing the work very firmly in an arts context, with the tapes being sold in arts bookshops like the Tate and the ICA in the UK at a price of £19.99. The material LVA contributed included Bill Viola's The Passing, David Larcher's Granny Is, Gavin Hodge and Tim Morrison's Zygosis, and two compilations, Video Poems and Digital Dreams (Maziere, 1994b (Maziere, , 2005 .
Most of the tapes appear to have sold in similar quantities to the Video Burn tapes -with the exception of Viola's The Passing which sold around four times as many copies as the other LEA titles released on the label -and in 1996 LEA again pulled out (Maziere, 1996) . Although they felt the work was appropriately positioned in the market place and indeed continues to be available in some art gallery bookshops, they felt a lack of control due to the collaborative nature of the venture. But more importantly, according to Maziere, there was not a sufficiently significant financial return to the artists (2005) . At the heart of artists' film and video distribution practice in the UK there has been a commitment to return as much of the earned income as possible to the artists, so that they could recoup some of the production costs of work they had often self-funded. The London Filmmakers' Co-op, for instance, had started off returning a 75 per cent royalty split to the artist. But this high level of return was on the basis that it was the artists themselves running the organization on a volunteer basis. As these organizations developed over the years and took on paid workers, it became impossible to maintain such a high return to the artists. And by the 1980s, a 50/50 split was the norm across the sector, but it was one that was jealously guarded by the organizations and artists alike. With retail video, however, the usual royalty for the licensor or rights holder -in this case LEA -received back from the company handling the distribution is 15 or 20 per cent. This then had to be divided between LEA and the artist or, in the case of a compilation tape, several artists. On a sale price of £19.99, the financial return to each artist was extremely small and seemed to sit uncomfortably within an artists' film and video distribution model.
As a way of combating this problem, LEA launched their third sell-through initiative in 1997 -a series of artists' monographs which included Jack Smith, Cordelia Swann, George Barber, Tony Hill, Akiko Hado and John Maybury. In order to retain control over the whole venture, the project was self-funded by LEA and the monographs were even duplicated in-house. This level of control enabled them to impose their own pricing structure and they undertook a two-stage release, with the tapes being made available initially at an institutional price of only £100. Twelve months later, they also made the tape available at a price of £25 to individuals via the bookshop at the Lux centre in London's Hoxton Square where they were based. LEA didn't deduct any costs -choosing to absorb the 30 CONVERGENCE VOL. 13 NO. 1 costs into their own overheads -and returned a 50 per cent royalty to the artists. On the whole, the strategy was perceived to be reasonably successful, and according to George Barber, for instance, his monograph has gone into its second run, which suggests it has sold in excess of 500 copies (Barber, 2005) . Although no further monographs were released, the 1997 tapes are still available from the Lux (the successor organization of LEA and the London Filmmakers' Co-op), with the individual price now pegged at £20, and they report continuing sales at the rate of one or two per week, with the Jack Smith tapes being the most popular. The reason no further monographs were released was related in part to LEA's move to the Hoxton Square premises -also in 1997 -and the importance attributed to the new gallery space there as a key means of achieving visibility for both the artists and the organization. This was part of a general trend in the 1990s that saw the rise of the biennial Video Positive festival in the UK and its successful promotion of artists' movingimage work in the gallery context. Furthermore, over the years video artists have been developing other strategies to reinforce the 'art' value of their work, such as signing or thumb-printing the cassette, issuing the work in limited editions, and marketing it to collectors at substantially higher prices. 7 Consequently, as a significant number of artists became more involved in gallery-based work and located their work firmly within an arts context, LEA's interest in trying to pursue the retail video market dwindled.
Taking a different approach, there was also a small number of subscription model experiments launched in the early 1990s across Europe, similarly aimed at delivering artists' film and video work to the general public -much along the lines of Journal of Short Film (JSF). In Amsterdam, for instance, a video magazine was set up called INSERT/the go between\ which promised to 'bring top quality short films/video art right to your home' (Greefkens and Wind, 1994) , while in the UK Anthony Howell, a senior lecturer in fine art, and two graduates launched Grey Suit. Howell aimed for a more general arts audience, describing Grey Suit as 'a magazine on VHS videotape for Art and Literature . . . published four times a year, contain[ing] works by poets, performers, filmmakers and video artists from around the world' (Howell, 1993) . This was marketed via direct mail marketing as offering those 'who wish to keep their finger on the pulse of the avant-garde . . . an exceptional opportunity to build their own library of contemporary film, video [etc.] . . .' (Howell, n.d.) . 8 In contrast to LVA/LEA's concerns about the financial return to the artists, Grey Suit -initially funded by Howell himself and run from his own house with the assistance of two volunteers -paid contributors in kind, with five copies of the issue their work appeared in. Howell viewed providing the artist with free copies as a strategy for helping them with the distribution of their work. While it did not provide the artists with any direct income, it meant they could circulate copies of their work, which would in turn help raise their public profile. Howell produced 12 issues of Grey Suit over three years 9 and built up a subscriber base of around 90, but these were in fact predominantly institutions (such as libraries and art schools) with only 'a smattering of private individuals' (Howell, 2006) . Whilst he feels that 'if they had been thoroughly taken up, it would have continued', Howell had only ever envisaged Grey Suit as a threeyear project and had little interest in building it up.
Although such initiatives yielded disappointing results in terms of a financial return, the modest level of sales nevertheless suggests that there was an interested audiencealbeit a relatively small one -among the general public willing to buy such work. While KNIGHT: DVD, VIDEO AND REACHING AUDIENCES 31 organizations like LEA and initiatives like Grey Suit found it difficult to develop that audience and transform it into a significant income stream, ironically, in some cases more conventional distributors fared better at building up sell-through markets for 'alternative' moving-image work.
Catering to Audiences
In 1992, for instance, Tom Abell launched Dangerous to Know (DTK), a lesbian and gay video label dealing mainly in features and documentaries. Abell's idea for the venture came from his awareness on the one hand of the amount of lesbian/gay material screened at film festivals that never got picked up for UK distribution and, on the other, of the existence of a lesbian and gay audience in Britain who were desperate to see themselves represented (Abell, 2005) . Albany Video Distribution had also become aware of this growing audience. While AVD had specialized in issue-based material that raised awareness of racism, sexism, homophobia, ageism and the like, even by the end of the 1980s they were increasingly being asked for material that did not present particular social groups as 'victims', but dealt with other areas of their experiences -hence their willingness to take on the Two in Twenty lesbian soap opera. So both Dangerous to Know and Albany Video's offshoot Out on a Limb were set up on the basis of a good knowledge of a pre-existing audience, for which they then sourced material. In this connection, it is relevant to note that George Barber also undertook a second retail initiative himself in the 1990s. He had noticed that a lot of night-clubs were screening moving-image material as an accompaniment to the dance music, but thought the quality was 'pretty poor'. As a result, he made Video High (1994) , which was specifically aimed at providing the club scene with a cascade of visual material. He has never presented the work in an art context and doesn't view it as video art, but, using a distributor, he sold over 3000 copies (Barber, 2005) .
This approach of identifying a gap in the market for which an audience already exists, contrasts with LVA's setting up of Video Burn, which took material they already had in their distribution library and tried to build up an entirely new audience for it outside the art context in which it was made. While Barber succeeded in doing that for his Scratch tapes, the fact that the work drew very directly on popular culture worked in his favour and -contrary to the promotion of the Video Burn tapes -he was very clear about not calling it 'Art'.
Although DTK was a more conventional distributor, albeit specializing in a particular market, they did take on some shorts and more experimental work. For instance, they sub-distributed some work from Circles' successor organization, Cinenova, to put together a package called Lesbian Lycra Shorts. Cinenova considered launching its own sell-through label, but had concerns about the high start-up costs. Since DTK was set up on a purely commercial basis, Cinenova was very interested to see how DTK would do with such material. Although DTK's own records no longer exist, 10 Cinenova's Management Committee minutes of 18 November 1992 record receiving an advance of £1500 from DTK, with a projection of 1000 unit sales in the first year. The tapes were sold in Virgin Megastores, and in Cinenova's February 1994 Management Committee minutes it states that they were planning a further sell-through package following the success of the Lycra Shorts.
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However, packages like Lesbian Lycra Shorts had to be balanced with more mainstream material that would shift a significant number of units. Abell argues that he was extremely lucky in DTK's first year in picking up the video rights for a 1986 BBC film, called Two of Us, a drama about a boy who has just left school and believes himself to be gay. Originally made for a BBC Schools TV series Scene, its pro-gay storyline worried the then Thatcher government: they imposed cuts, demanded a new 'choose straight' ending, and stipulated it should be broadcast at night. Abell was able to release the original uncut version and succeeded in shifting over 10,000 copies. He also very quickly found that, like the ill-fated Palace Pictures in the 1980s, DTK had to move into doing cinema releases in order to get the more mainstream titles, since agents expect theatrical exposure and want to sell the various distribution rights as a package. He still expected the experimental work to cover its costs within the first year, but the more mainstream material offered a cushion and the potential for cross-subsidy if it proved necessary (Abell, 2005) .
As indicated earlier, the British Film Institute (BFI) also launched its own video label, Connoisseur Video, in 1990 . Although this was in a way at odds with their simultaneous efforts to preserve the 16 mm heritage (Christie, 1986 (Christie, , 2005 , they also viewed it as a 'logical extension of BFI Distribution work . . . [with] possibilities for new sales outlets [in] BFI RFTs [regional film theatres], bookshops with cinema sections etc. ' (anon, 1990) . Like DTK, it was conceived of as a commercial undertaking -according to Eric Sargeant who helped set it up, 'it had to pay its way, it could never be subsidized' (Sargeant, 2005) . And for that reason they -like DTK -built up an initial catalogue based on their knowledge of an existing audience. Over the years the BFI have been very successful in building awareness of and nurturing audiences for cinema in the UK via their programming at the National Film Theatre in London, their publications such as Sight and Sound and their educational outreach work. As a result, they knew there was a substantial audience for art house and world cinema classics, and these have remained the mainstay of their list. Although sales levels vary, their 'best-sellers', such as Jean Cocteau's La Belle et la Bête (France, 1946) , Akira Kurosawa's films Seven Samurai (Japan, 1954) and Throne of Blood (Japan, 1957) , and Karel Reisz ' Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (1960) will usually similarly shift around 10,000 units. In the early years of the label they also experimented with doing simultaneous cinema and video releases, trying to persuade cinemas to sell the video of a new release to audiences as they left the cinema after watching it on the big screen (Christie, 2005) .
They relaunched the label in 1997-8 as BFI Video Publishing in order to develop it in new directions, and in the process have been building a small list of avant-garde film and video work, including historical and contemporary compilations, Kenneth Anger's films and more recently, with the first releases in their British Artists' Films series, a collection of William Raban's work (2005) and one of Chris Welsby's films (2006), both on DVD. Priced between £15.99 and £19.99, Anger's work has sold around 3000-4000 copies, while lesser known work such as Richter's Dreams That Money Can Buy has sold around 1500. As a commercial undertaking, however, the BFI offered a 20 per cent royalty to the rights holder rather than the 50 per cent that LVA/LEA returned. In the case of the VHS compilation Cinema of Transgression (2000) , for instance, which retails at £19.99, each of the 10 filmmakers included received a two per cent royalty split. Not all the filmmakers were entirely happy about such a small cut, but according to Erich Sargeant: 'We said to them that their work isn't available in England and it's therefore being pirated because people are interested in it, so isn't it better to have two per cent of something legal rather than nought per cent of a pirate?' However, as part of the deal, the BFI also 'redid all their masters for them and sorted out all their materials, which people appreciate' (Sargeant, 2005) . Although they are committed to continuing to release avant-garde material, they also admit they 'play safe' in making their acquisition decisions in order to maintain a core list of titles that will pay their way so as not to put the company 'at risk'. And, over time, they expect the more experimental releases to go into profit as well (Sargeant, 2005) .
Obviously, DTK and the BFI were operating on a different basis and in a different context to an organization like LVA/LEA. But a comparison starts to highlight how small 'alternative' distributors were at a disadvantage in terms of using entry into the video sell-through market as a means of generating income that could contribute to their selfsustainability. As a commercial undertaking, DTK like the BFI returned a much smaller percentage to the rights holder than the 50 per cent that was the norm in the independent film and video sector. Thus 'alternative' distributors needed a far greater volume of sales to cover their costs and go into real profit. Also by being able to balance the experimental work with titles that 'pay their way', DTK and the BFI could allow the experimental titles a longer time period in which to recover their costs -a luxury that LVA/LEA and similar organizations could ill afford in the face of impending funding cuts. The BFI, for instance, expect the Raban and Welsby releases to recoup their start-up costs, but would not be surprised if it took up to five years.
Issues Arising
The foregoing history of VHS distribution initiatives for 'alternative' moving-image work cannot claim to be comprehensive and obviously it concentrates on the UK experience. But it is possible to draw out a number of issues that need to be considered with regard to trying to target and develop audiences for that work by selling/delivering it direct to the public.
Firstly, utilizing a particular technology -whether that's VHS, DVD or the internetto make the work available to a wider audience is only the first stage of the process. Irrespective of the appeal or capabilities of the technological delivery platform, potential audiences still have to know the work exists -it has to be 'visible'. In this connection it is relevant to acknowledge the significance of being able to do theatrical releases. DTK's successor company, PPR, also run by Tom Abell, has found that although PPR's theatrical revenue has been dropping over the last two years and on its own is essentially a lossmaking activity, it remains very viable for them to do theatrical releases. This is because it triggers a public discourse around the released film via newspaper, magazine and web reviews and articles, together with radio and television coverage. This gets both the film and its director 'known' and in turn generates a far higher level of subsequent DVD sales than would otherwise be the case (Abell, 2005) . This is of course a common phenomenon now, with Richard Kelly's Donnie Darko (USA, 2001) , for instance, going on to earn US$10m in DVD sales after a very modest taking of US$515,545 at the US box office (Brereton, 2005: 10) . Although doing theatrical releases was on the whole not an option for distributors like LVA/LEA and other DIY distribution initiatives, it does highlight the 34 CONVERGENCE VOL. 13 NO. 1 importance and role of prior knowledge/visibility in producing sales. While DTK had achieved a turnover in excess of £100,000 by its second year and reached £250,000 in its last year of operation (Abell, 2005) , organizations like LVA/LEA, Albany Video Distribution and Circles/Cinenova tended to be able to only generate somewhere between £20,000 and £40,000 of earned income during the late 1980s and early 1990s. According to The Videoactive Report, one of the reasons for the low level of institutional sales for most of the community and independent work in the early 1980s was its lack of 'visibility', and in their conclusions the authors stressed that '[m]ore promotion is the key to expanding distribution' (Dovey and Dungey, 1985: 8.5 ). Hence the VHS sellthrough initiatives examined earlier all undertook promotional activities to raise public awareness of the material, such as paid advertising (as Jettisoundz did for their music videos), sending copies out for review (as George Barber did for his Scratch tapes), direct mail marketing of publicity material (as Howell did for Grey Suit), and arranging one-off screenings at repertory cinemas (as AVD did for Two in Twenty) or arts centres, film festivals and other 'alternative' screening venues (as in the case of the Miners' Campaign Tapes). However, undertaking such activities has traditionally been fairly resource intensive. Small specialist distributors like LVA, Albany Video Distribution and Circles/Cinenova, faced with diminishing grant-aid, and DIY initiatives like Grey Suit, dependent upon volunteer labour, had minimal resources available for such activities, which necessarily impacted on the level of visibility it was possible to achieve for the work they distributed.
The web and email have obviously made some aspects of promotional work far easier than in the pre-digital era and extended its potential reach considerably. In particular they can be extremely effective at targeting pre-existing audiences. The Lux in London, for instance, regularly arranges 'salon' screenings of work it distributes at its own premises. According to Lux Director, Ben Cook, when they email out details of the screenings, they are booked out within half a day (Cook, 2004) . Indeed, a presence on the web is -at one level -now crucial to ensure an organization's visibility. This was amply demonstrated in 2005 when, due to funding constraints, Circles' successor organization, Cinenova, took down their extensive website and online catalogue. Their absence from the web rendered them effectively 'invisible' to their existing users -with the implication that the organization no longer existed. Realizing this, they very quickly reinstated a single home page, which stated 'Cinenova Online is currently unavailable, but we are open' and listed contact details, together with their mission statement (Cinenova, n.d.) . 11 However, potential audiences still have to know such organizations exist in order to locate their websites and/or sign up to their mailing lists. Peripheral Produce, an American video/DVD label specializing in experimental film and video has, for instance, complained on several occasions that despite their extensive online presence and activity a large proportion of the avant-garde film/video community seem unaware of their existence (McCormick, 2005) . The BFI also maintains that very few people actually buy their sellthrough releases through the BFI's own website: users are tending to arrive at the site through links from other sites rather than going direct to it (Sargeant, 2005) . Similarly, JSF's publisher asserts that he wanted the DVD journal to be listed on Amazon 'because Amazon is a good search engine for titles', but reports that since he has not marketed that availability he has only sold around 10 or so through their site (Mechem, 2006a) .
Hence, despite the effectiveness of the emails to their existing audience base, the Lux continues to place notices of their 'salon' screenings in the London listings magazine, Time Out -even though the screenings are sold out before Time Out hits the news-stands. They also arrange the screenings as part of their strategy for maintaining their own wider visibility as a distributor of artists' film and video (Cook, 2004) . Indeed, most of the distributors discussed in this article either maintained their own exhibition space or developed a close relationship with a separate exhibition venue in order to build visibility for both their organization and the work they distributed. Similarly, Abell has found that it is crucial to promote and publicize PPR's website in the real world via advertising in the print media, and maintains there is a noticeable increase in their website traffic every time they have a real-world publicity campaign for a cinema release. Even so, a significant proportion of their online business still comes via Amazon (Abell, 2005) . This suggests that whatever the appeal and capabilities of DVD technology and online marketing, 'real-world' visibility is still crucially important. But in most cases small specialist distributors and DIY initiatives still have only limited resources available for the promotional activity necessary to achieve such visibility. Although Mechem, for instance, hopes JSF will eventually be able to cover all its costs, the journal is at the moment heavily dependent on volunteers, it has 'spent almost nothing on marketing', and the subscriber list is still under 100.
However, wider visibility in the real world -important though it is -still does not automatically guarantee a higher level of sales. Even though LVA's Video Burn tapes were reviewed on Thames Television's Video View programme, the tapes did not sell in significant quantities. Writing about how BitTorrent has made it far easier and quicker to download and upload moving-image work on the internet, Pat Aufderheide astutely observes: 'This ability to watch digital video on command makes it ever easier to get a film to a user -but of course does nothing to solve the problem of making them want to watch it in the first place' (Aufderheide, 2005: 26, my emphasis) . The authors of the Videoactive report quickly established that the domestic use of VHS was largely recreational (1.5) and 'alternative' work made available via libraries or bookshops found it almost impossible to compete with feature-film products for an audience among the general public.
The 'alternative' work that did attract substantial audiences or exceeded sales expectations in the VHS era did so due to either the prior visibility and hence knowledge of that material or its topicality, combined with an ability to exploit pre-existing networks and audiences. So, on the one hand, LEA's release of The Passing under the Édition à Voir label benefited from Viola's pre-existing international profile and reputation, while DTK's Two of Us release benefited from both its earlier BBC broadcast, together with the controversy surrounding it, and the pre-existing audience for lesbian and gay material. On the other hand, in the case of the Miners' Campaign Tapes, there was widespread support for the miners' strike and access to the pre-existing communications networks of the union. While the more recent cases of Outfoxed and Uncovered in the USA may seem to have signalled enormous possibilities for the digital era, their success was also crucially dependent upon the same two factors, over and above the use of digital technology: the strength of public interest in the subject matter and access to an appropriate and extensive pre-existing network through which the films were promoted. 12 Thus, at one level, Greenwald and his collaborators, rather than developing genuinely new distribution models, were instead simply exploiting tried and tested strategies for disseminating 'counter-propaganda' -albeit rendered possibly more effective in terms of their reach due to the advent of the internet.
However, not all 'alternative' moving-image work benefits from either prior audience knowledge among the general public or strong public interest/topicality combined with the availability of well-established communication networks and pre-existing audiences. In the absence of these -when, for instance, the work is by lesser-known artists (as was the case with Grey Suit), hasn't been broadcast on TV, or is dealing with marginalized issues (as was the case for Amber's films about working-class communities) -it can be far harder and require far more effort to build visibility and persuade people to watch it, resulting in far smaller audiences. Traditionally, one of the main ways of building audiences in such cases has been for the producer, distributor or programme curator to engage directly with the audience -usually by being present at screenings in order to discuss the work, contextualize it, and answer questions about it (Dovey and Dungey, 1985; Martin, 2006) . For artists' moving-image work, placing it in a gallery in the context of an exhibition with accompanying events and documentation has also helped develop a wider arts audience for the work. While these have proved to be effective strategiesalthough they still fall far short of delivering 'content to a mass market' (Berry, 2006: 159) -moving into the VHS sell-through market meant that distributors lost the possibility for such interaction and contact with audiences. As a result, initiatives like the Video Burn tapes and Grey Suit tried to construct an appeal for the work, a 'hook' that would attract a wider audience, but met with fairly limited success. It is interesting to note therefore that Mechem, JSF's publisher, is trying to re-establish that interaction to some extent by setting up a journal blog (www.theJSF.org/blog). Although he conceives of the blog primarily as a forum for the filmmakers he's 'publishing' in the journal, he adds that 'tracking and conversing with this group will be a great resource for other filmmakers and for the film-curious' and is promoting the existence of the blog beyond the filmmakers themselves (Mechem, 2006b, my emphasis) . Another strategy for working with the audience is to support the work with accompanying documentation and contextualizing material. In their William Raban DVD release, for instance, the BFI included a documentary about the artist and a booklet listing Raban's complete filmography and suggestions for further reading.
However, all these strategies have resource implications -as do all the promotional activities -and in most of the VHS initiatives discussed in this article the cost of the resources required to distribute and promote the work was not covered by the resulting volume of sales. Hence distributing the work needed some form of subsidy -via either grant-aid, low pay, volunteer labour, payment in kind, cross-subsidy from more commercial products, or some combination thereof. And this remains the case for many of the DVD initiatives. The supporting documentary for the BFI's Raban release, for instance, was funded by the Arts Council, while JSF utilizes volunteer labour. Indeed, Mechem asserts that sales of volume two of JSF did not even cover its physical production and distribution costs.
Conclusions
The capabilities of digital technology obviously do help facilitate the delivery of 'alternative' moving-image work to audiences and have also encouraged people to think creatively about how to reach audiences. But, given the history of the VHS distribution initiatives, it is possible to argue that digitalization has not given rise to entirely 'new KNIGHT: DVD, VIDEO AND REACHING AUDIENCES 37 distribution models'. Many of the strategies and models currently being employed had already been experimented with in the VHS era. What emerges from that history is that, while the audiences for 'alternative' work addressing topical issues can be relatively large, the audiences for other kinds of 'alternative' work is and will in all likelihood remain relatively small. Although the internet can in some cases extend the reach of promotional activities, the use of digital technology in and of itself is not sufficient to develop audiences. Achieving real-world visibility and persuading people to watch remain crucial accompanying activities. However, on the one hand, this can require a fairly substantial level of subsidy. This not only raises the issue of the long-term sustainability of some initiatives, but also suggests that in many cases they are unlikely to generate a significant financial return. JSF, for instance, makes a one-off payment of US$50 to contributing filmmakers and provides them with a free copy of the volume their work appears in. On the other hand, due to the nature of some of those activities -and indeed the nature of some of the work -it means that not all 'alternative' moving-image material is necessarily well-suited to the sell-through market. 13 Although the attractiveness and capabilities of DVD have made it an incredibly popular consumer product, the technology itself has not as yet created a significant audience for 'alternative' moving-image work. The availability of such work is undoubtedly increasing, especially via the internet, and indeed according to one commentator 'unlimited selection' in the wider consumer market is showing that consumers have more diverse tastes than supposed: Berry, 2006: 156) Whilst that may be the case, with regard to moving-image work consumers still need to be encouraged and persuaded to stray from 'the beaten path'. Thus, if the distribution potential of DVD is to be maximized, then it is as important to focus on the strategies for reaching audiences, to employ ones appropriate to both the work and the targeted audience, and to address the issue of sustaining 'alternative' initiatives, as it is to exploit the capabilities of the technology itself.
Unlimited selection is revealing truths about what consumers want and how they want to get it. . . . As they wander further from the beaten path, they discover their taste is not as mainstream as they thought (or as they had been led to believe by marketing). (Quoted in
3 Art colleges, colleges of further/higher education and universities were key markets for artists'/experimental work, while much of the documentary campaigning material found audiences among local council departments, health authorities, race relations organizations and the like. 4 Dovey and Dungey report sales figures for 1983-4 for a number of organizations distributing work: Swingbridge £1500, Leeds Animation £6250, Sheffield Film Co-op £3500, and Albany Video £3500. These levels of activity were fairly typical. By the mid-1980s distributors like Albany Video, Circles, and LVA had increased their earned incomes to around the £20,000 level. 5 Many of the organizations involved in these early initiatives are either now defunct or have evolved into different organizations or have moved premises several times. As a result, many of the physical records kept by those organizations have been lost. A major loss of documentary evidence occurred with the closure of the Lux -the successor organization to the London Filmmakers' Co-op and LVA -when a lot of the historical records were thrown out. Much of the following is therefore based on the few surviving records that the research project funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council has managed to track down via disparate sources and on research interviews conducted with the individuals involved. 6 One of the first examples of this was Us Girls (1979) , made by Albany Video, a community video workshop based in Deptford in south-east London, which features five working-class girls talking about what it means to be brought up a 'girl'. Although it was based on a play originated by the locally based Albany Youth Theatre, the tape found a large national audience among youth workers and youth groups (Dowmunt, 2006) . 7 This practice -although uneven in its development -goes back almost to the very beginnings of video, with Gerry Schum's early experiments in limited editions of video artworks in Germany in the late 1960s. 8 INSERT/the go between\ was planned to start distributing in Holland and Belgium and then expand into the rest of western Europe, and like JSF, the founders envisaged INSERT also being available in bookshops. 9 The last issue of Grey Suit was winter 1995. 10 When DTK experienced a cashflow crisis in the mid-1990s, Abell brought in an outside investor with a 60 per cent shareholding on the understanding that Abell had the right to reclaim a percentage of that holding on an annual basis. However, just before the first anniversary of the agreement, Abell was sacked by his controlling partner. Although he took successful legal action, the outside investor liquidated the company and its operational records were lost. 11 Cinenova has now relaunched a more extensive website, which includes their online catalogue. See www.cinenova.org.uk (accessed 6 September 2006). 12 Topicality has also been cited as one of the key reasons for the recent popularity of documentary films in the USA mentioned earlier in this article. See, for instance, Cineaste (2005) 'The Political Documentary in America Today: Commentary by Distributors, Exhibitors, Filmmakers and Scholars' (summer): 29-36. 13 Some film and video artists are also resisting the trend to transfer their work to DVD because they feel they then lose control over how the work is used.
